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1. Introduction3

It is well known that credit ratings consist of a relatively small number of4

ratings categories, whereas the default risks of the debt instruments being5

rated lie in a continuum. Why is there such a mismatch? Note that there6

is no ”technological” impediment to having continuous ratings, nor is there7

any legal barrier. Precise forecasts of future outcomes are not uncommon8

in financial markets, so coarse ratings are by no means a “hard-wired” phe-9

nomenon. While the benefit of rating coarseness is elusive, the potential costs10

are easy to conjecture. For example, since a credit rating provides valuable11

information to investors, coarseness reduces the precision and value of the12

information being communicated by ratings. If this information is used for13

real decisions, welfare may be reduced by coarseness. Moreover, to the extent14

that the fees of rating agencies are increasing in the value of the rating to15

issuers and investors, coarseness can diminish both the fees of rating agencies16

and the value generated for market participants. Thus, it remains a puzzle17

why credit ratings are coarse.18

One might propose a simple explanation like the difficulty for the rating19

agency in providing point estimates of default probabilities or credit qualities.20

After all, is it not easier to provide a range within which a default likelihood21

lies than to be more precise? If you pick a point estimate, it is easier to be22

wrong, to be “nit picked”, and then you might even be sued for being wrong.23

This simple explanation has too many holes, unfortunately. First, there is24

no reason why investors should use the same “standard” for judging whether25

the rating agency is right or wrong when ratings lie in a continuum as they do26

when ratings lie in coarse categories. That is, the judgment standard should27

adapt to the degree of coarseness of the ratings, so that the legal/reputational28

liability of the rating agency does not depend on the degree of coarseness. To29

see this, suppose there is a rating from a coarse grid that implies a default30

probability in the (0.001,0.01) range and there is a reputational/legal risk31

associated with the ex post inferred default probability being outside the32

range. Then the reputational/legal risk of being “wrong” should be the same33

if ratings lie in a continuum instead of the coarse grid and the rating agency34

assigns a rating from within this range that implies a default probability of35

say 0.009. In other words, as long as the ex post inferred default probability is36

within (0.001,0.01), the rating agency should face no legal/reputational risk37

in the second regime if it did not do so in the first. Second, rating agencies38

did not face legal liability for providing ratings – viewed as “forward-looking39
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information” – until the recent passage of the Dodd-Frank Act. Third, there40

are many instances of point estimates being drawn from a continuum in41

other financial market contexts, such as earnings forecasts, IPO prices set by42

investment bankers, valuations provided by equity research analysts, etc.43

In this paper, we provide a theoretical explanation for ratings coarseness.44

We develop a model in which there is a rating agency whose objective in45

setting ratings is to balance the divergent goals of the issuing firm and the46

investors purchasing the issuing securities. An issuer wants a high rating47

to minimize the cost of external financing. Investors, by contrast, want as48

accurate a rating as possible. The rating agency’s objective is a weighted49

average of these two goals. We model the ratings determination process as50

a cheap-talk game (Crawford and Sobel, 1982), and show that, in equilib-51

rium, the divergence of interests between issuers and investors leads to the52

endogenous determination of coarse ratings.53

In this model, ratings indicate project/credit quality to both the firm54

issuing securities to finance a project and the investors purchasing these se-55

curities. The issuer’s level of investment depends on its assessment of project56

quality. More precise information about project quality permits more effi-57

cient investment, which is valuable to both the issuer and the investors. The58

rating agency’s incentive to inflate ratings stems from the issuer’s preference59

for higher ratings because these are associated with lower costs of debt fi-60

nancing. This incentive prevents the CRA from credibly communicating its61

information about project quality, which leads to a breakdown in the market62

for credit ratings that lie in a continuum. The market for ratings is resur-63

rected by the rating agency’s incentive to report a rating whose inflation lies64

below an upper bound that is acceptable to the rating agency. Sufficient65

coarseness in credit ratings forces the rating agency to choose between an66

accurate (not inflated) rating, and one that is inflated beyond its acceptable67

upper bound, and the scheme is designed to tilt the choice in favor of re-68

porting an uninflated, accurate rating. The ratings coarseness arising in our69

model does not result in any ratings bias such as ratings inflation. However,70

this coarseness of credit ratings has a cost because the imprecise quality in-71

ferences generated by coarse ratings lead to investment inefficiencies and thus72

reduce welfare.73

Our model predicts that a ceteris paribus reduction in the coarseness of74

credit ratings will improve the informativeness of ratings and increase the75

sensitivity of the investments of borrowers to their credit ratings. Empiri-76

cal evidence in support of this prediction is provided by Tang (2009). He77
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examines how Moody’s 1982 credit rating refinement affected firms’ invest-78

ment policies. Starting April 26, 1982, Moody’s reduced the coarseness of79

its ratings by increasing the number of credit rating categories from 9 to 19.80

Consistent with the prediction of our model, firms that were upgraded due81

to the change exhibited higher capital investments and faster asset growth82

than downgraded firms.83

Competition among rating agencies is no panacea when it comes to re-84

ducing ratings coarseness. We show that going from one rating agency to two85

can actually increase ratings coarseness. Nonetheless, holding the credit rat-86

ing agency’s objective function fixed, welfare increases due to the additional87

information provided by the second rating. When competition is allowed88

to alter the credit rating agency’s objective function, greater competition is89

likely to increase welfare when the number of rating agencies is small, but90

decrease welfare when the number of competing rating agencies is large.91

Our analysis predicts that initiatives that increase the weight rating agen-92

cies attach to the concerns of investors and/or reduce the weight they attach93

to the concerns of issuers will reduce the coarseness of credit ratings. This94

implies, for example, that if all issuers of a particular security were required95

to obtain ratings and disclose all ratings obtained — so that rating agencies96

would attach smaller weight to the desires of issuers — then coarseness is97

likely to diminish.98

This paper is related to the emerging literature on credit ratings. The99

early work of Allen (1990), Millon and Thakor (1985), and Ramakrishnan100

and Thakor (1984) provided the theoretical foundations for thinking about101

rating agencies as diversified information producers and sellers. More re-102

cently, Boot, Milbourn and Schmeits (2006) have proposed that a credit rat-103

ing agency (CRA) can arise to resolve a specific kind of coordination problem104

in financial markets (see also Manso, 2013). In particular, they show that105

two institutional features – “credit watch” and the reliance on ratings by106

investors – can allow credit ratings to serve as the focal point and provide in-107

centives for firms to expend the necessary “recovery effort” to improve their108

creditworthiness. Bongaerts, Cremers and Goetzmann (2012) provide evi-109

dence about why issuers choose multiple credit rating agencies. They show110

that their evidence is most consistent with the need for certification with111

respect to regulatory and rule-based constraints. Goel and Thakor (2010)112

argue that the change in pleading standards for rating agencies under Dodd-113

Frank – a change that created a harsher legal requirement for rating agencies114

– can have a perverse effect.115
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There is also an emerging literature on failures in the credit rating pro-116

cess. Bolton, Freixas and Shapiro (2012), and Sangiorgi, Sokobin and Spatt117

(2009) examine competition among rating agencies and consequences of this,118

including the incentives of rating agencies to manipulate ratings. They model119

“ratings shopping,” something that occurs because issuers can choose which120

credit ratings to purchase after having had a glimpse of those ratings, thereby121

creating incentives to publish only the most favorable ratings. As Spatt122

(2009) points out, ratings shopping can occur only if the security issuer gets123

to determine which credit ratings to choose and publish, a flexibility that is124

limited in the U.S. because Moody’s and S&P rate all taxable public cor-125

porate bonds, even if issuers do not pay for those ratings. Sangiorgi and126

Spatt (2013) show that opacity about the contacts between the issuer and127

the rating agencies provides issuer a valuable option to cherry-pick which128

ratings to announce and enables ratings agencies to extract some of the sur-129

plus associated with this option value. Opp, Opp and Harris (2013) focus130

on the feedback effect of mechanical rules based on ratings on the incen-131

tives of the CRA to acquire and disclose information. Becker and Milbourn132

(2011) empirically examine the effect of an increase in competition among133

CRAs on their reputational incentives. Their evidence shows that increased134

competition caused an increase in ratings levels, a decline in the correlation135

between ratings and market-implied yields, and a deterioration in the ability136

of ratings to predict default.137

Our marginal contribution relative to this literature is that we focus on138

the endogenous determination of rating categories to explain why equilibrium139

ratings are coarse indicators of credit quality, despite the adverse impact of140

coarseness on welfare. This takes us a step closer to understanding how the141

credit ratings market works, how the incentives of different groups interact,142

and how market and regulatory forces impinge on ratings. Note that ratings143

coarseness is a puzzle only if the additional information conveyed by finer rat-144

ings would improve welfare in the economy, as is the case in our model. This145

distinguishes our paper in a significant way from models with binary invest-146

ment choices in which the only relevant information is whether the project147

should be financed or not. For example, in Lizzeri (1999), the intermediary148

only certifies that quality is greater than or equal to zero, so more infor-149

mation is completely superfluous in that setting.1 By contrast, we assume150

1Another feature of Lizzeri (1999) model is that the information intermediary can
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that information has a continuous effect on welfare via the optimal level of151

investment. Only in such a circumstance is it worthwhile explaining ratings152

coarseness. Kartasheva and Yilmaz (2013) extend the model in Lizzeri (1999)153

to show that ratings become more precise if gains from trade are increasing154

in issuer quality. They do not discuss endogenous ratings coarseness because155

the underlying information examined in the model is assumed to be coarse156

to begin with.2157

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the model158

and the analysis that shows how ratings coarseness arises endogenously. Sec-159

tion 3 discusses the implications of competition among CRAs on the ratings160

process. Section 4 discusses welfare and regulatory implications. Section 5161

concludes. Appendix A provides a model motivating CRA’s objective. All162

formal proofs are in Appendix B.163

2. Model164

Consider a firm that has an investment project available to it. The payoff165

Π(I, q) from the project is risky and depends on the investment, I, in the166

project and the quality, q, of the project. The project quality is unknown167

but it is common knowledge that q is drawn from a continuous probability168

distribution with support K ≡ (Ql, Qh).169

The firm lacks internal funds and must raise the entire investment amount170

I from outside investors. The amount repaid to these outside investors is a171

function of the payoff from the project that is determined based on perceived172

project quality (q̂) and the investment amount raised: D(Π, I, q̂). The firm173

and the investors are risk neutral and the discount rate is zero. The firm acts174

to maximize the wealth of its current shareholders. The market for capital175

is competitive so that investors’ expected return in equilibrium is zero.176

commit to a disclosure rule and can extract all the surplus in the benchmark scenario.
2Kovbasyuk (2013) also uses a cheap-talk model to show that ratings coarseness may

arise if rating agencies are given private ratings-contingent payments and that optimal
ratings are uninformative in this setting. In contrast, we do not assume ratings-contingent
payments and show that ratings, while coarse, continue to be informative and enhance
social welfare. Nonetheless, making ratings less coarse can improve welfare further. We
also discuss the impact of competition on ratings coarseness. Benabou and Laroque (1992)
and Morgan and Stocken (2003) consider the incentives of informational financial inter-
mediaries to manipulate information.
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2.1. Equilibrium in the absence of credit ratings177

We assume that the firm raises external financing for the project. The firm178

determines the investment level in the project after taking the cost of external179

financing into account. However, since there is no asymmetric information180

between the firm and the investors, and the market for external financing181

is competitive, debt investors break even and the net present value (NPV)182

of raising external financing equals zero for the firm. Thus, investment and183

financing decisions are separable and the firm chooses an investment level I184

to maximize the NPV of the project:185

V (I, q) = E[Π(I, q)− I]. (1)

The following assumptions about the project payoff highlight the social186

value of precise information about project quality:187

Assumption 1. The NPV of the project is concave in investment and is188

maximized at the optimal investment level of I∗(E[q]).3189

Assumption 2. The project payoff is increasing in project quality. Specifi-190

cally, Π(I, q2) strictly first-order-stochastically-dominates Π(I, q1) if q2 > q1.191

It follows from Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 that I∗(E[q]) is increasing192

in E[q] and that E[V (I∗(E[q]), q)] is increasing in E[q] and decreasing in193

variance of q. Thus, the value-maximizing investment level is an increasing194

function of q and a more precise estimate of project quality enables a more195

efficient investment so there is a social cost of uncertainty about the project196

quality.197

The repayment terms are determined so that outside investors’ expected198

payoff equals the investment amount:199

E [D(Π(I, q̂), I, q̂)] = I. (2)

However, if perceived project quality differs from the true project quality,200

there is a net transfer of wealth between current shareholders and new in-201

vestors.202

3The assumption that the optimal investment level depends only on the expected value
of the project quality rather than the entire distribution is without loss of generality. This
is because the project quality can be redefined using a monotonic transformation to ensure
that this assumption is valid.
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Assumption 3. The expected wealth transfer from new investors to current203

shareholders under the value-maximizing investment policy is increasing and204

concave in perceived project quality and decreasing in true project quality.205

That is, E[D(Π(q, I), I, q̂)] is increasing and concave in q̂ and decreasing in206

q.207

Thus, a higher project quality results in greater expected repayment to208

new investors, but a higher perception of project quality results in greater in-209

vestment and more advantageous terms of financing leading to greater trans-210

fer of wealth from new investors to current shareholders. Thus, information211

about project quality q not only enhances welfare by increasing investment212

efficiency (Assumption 1), it also has a wealth distribution effect through its213

impact on the sharing of the proceeds from project between original share-214

holders and new investors (Assumption 3).215

2.2. The credit rating agency216

There is a credit rating agency (CRA) that can determine project quality217

and issue a credit rating, r, for the firm. The credit rating represents the218

CRA’s report about the quality of the project. The credit rating is used by219

the firm to determine the investment level in the project and by investors to220

determine the terms of the financing raised by the firm.221

The dual role served by the credit rating in determining the optimal in-222

vestment level –which has social value implications – and in determining the223

terms of debt financing –which matter to the firm – creates a conflict of in-224

terest between the social value of the ratings and the value of the ratings225

to the firm. Both the firm and the new investors prefer a more accurate226

credit rating to a less accurate credit rating because the NPV of investment227

is decreasing in the uncertainty about project quality, implying that a more228

accurate rating would also be preferred by a social planner. However, the229

credit rating also determines the terms at which the firm can raise external230

financing. For a given investment level, a better rating generates a higher231

perceived project quality and leads the firm to raise external financing at232

more advantageous terms, resulting in a greater transfer of wealth from new233

investors to existing shareholders.4 The firm’s concern for maximizing the234

4Graham and Harvey (2001) find that credit ratings are the second highest concern for
CFOs when determining their capital structure. Kisgen (2006) finds empirical evidence
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wealth of its original shareholders causes it to prefer a higher credit rating235

to a lower credit rating, whereas its desire to make an NPV-maximizing in-236

vestment level choice generates a preference for credit rating accuracy. Since237

the social value of a credit rating depends only on the accuracy of the rating238

in helping the firm makes its investment-level choice, there is a divergence239

between the social value of a rating and its value to the firm.240

We first examine the impact of the perception about project quality on241

the social value of the rating, defined as the NPV of investment. Suppose242

the true project quality is q but the firm and the investors believe, based243

possibly on the credit rating r, that the expected value of project quality is244

q̂(r). Then the firm will raise and invest I = I∗(q̂(r)). The social value of245

the rating is the NPV of the investment at this investment level:246

Social value of the rating, SV = E[V (I∗(q̂(r)), q)]. (3)

By the definition of optimal investment I∗, the social value of the rating is247

concave in q̂(r) and maximized at q̂(r) = q. Next we examine the impact248

of the perception about project quality on the wealth of the firm’s existing249

investors. The value of the stake (the wealth) of existing shareholders in the250

firm equals the NPV of the project minus the expected net transfer of wealth251

to new investors:252

Value of the rating to the firm, FV =

E [V (I∗(q̂(r)), q) + I∗(q̂(r))−D(Π(I∗(q̂(r)), q), I∗(q̂(r)), q̂(r))] . (4)

This expression in Eq. (4) is the ex post value of the firm to existing share-253

holders and it depends on the true project quality, q, in addition to the254

investor’s inference q̂(r). The first term on the right side of the above equa-255

tion is the NPV of the investment, which is also the social value of the rating,256

and it is maximized at ˆq(r) = q. The next two terms represent the expected257

transfer of wealth to original shareholders from the new investors. This net258

transfer equals zero if investors’ inference of project quality is unbiased (see259

Eq. (2)). However, if the investment amount and repayment terms are based260

on project quality ˆq(r) but the project quality is q < ˆq(r), then it follows261

from Assumption 3 that the expected repayment to outside investors will fall262

that is consistent with managers viewing ratings as signals of firm quality and being
concerned with ratings-triggered costs or benefits.
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short of the investment amount they financed and there is thus a positive263

expected wealth transfer from outsider investors to the original shareholders.264

So the value of the firm is concave in the inferred project quality q̂, and is265

maximized at a rating that leads to an inflated inference of project quality.266

Further, the firm’s marginal value of a higher inferred project quality is in-267

creasing in the true project quality: arg maxq̂(r) FV (q̂(r), q) > q, FV11 < 0,268

and FV12 > 0, where subscripts indicate partial derivatives.269

Reports in the media and research both indicate that a firm’s choice of the270

CRA it purchases its ratings from seems to depend on the willingness of the271

CRA to assign the firm a sufficiently high rating (e.g., see Bolton et al., 2012,272

Opp et al., 2013, and Sangiorgi et al., 2009). This ratings-shopping practice273

implicitly conditions the payoff of the CRA on the rating it assigns to the274

issuer. In line with the dual role of credit ratings described earlier, we assume275

that the CRA’s choice of credit rating is influenced by two considerations:276

the social value of the rating and the objective of the firm. Its concern with277

the social value of the rating causes the CRA to exhibit a preference for an278

efficient investment level that maximizes project value, whereas its concern279

with the objective of the firm causes it to prefer a higher assessment of project280

quality to enable the firm to raise debt financing at a lower cost and increase281

the wealth of its existing shareholders.282

There are economic microfoundations for these two considerations. The283

CRA’s incentive to maximize the efficiency of investment with an accurate284

credit rating can arise from reputational concerns. If there is uncertainty285

about the CRA’s ability to judge project quality accurately, a credit rating286

that results in higher investment efficiency enhances the CRA’s reputation287

by signaling higher ability, thereby elevating the fees the CRA can charge288

for its future credit ratings. The CRA’s concern for maximizing the wealth289

of the issuing firm’s existing shareholders may be driven by the expectation290

that doing this will increase the likelihood that the firm will reward the CRA291

with future credit rating requests or other business opportunities. This is292

often viewed as an outcome of the practice of the issuer paying the CRA for293

credit ratings, referred to as the “issuer pays” model. Even if the firm does294

not exert direct influence on the CRA, such a perception can influence the295

CRA. Additionally, the CRA may itself prefer a higher credit rating that296

induces higher investment and thereby makes future investments and credit297

rating requests more likely.298

In Appendix A, we present a model that provides a microfoundation for299

the CRA’s objective function to be a weighted average of the social value of300
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the rating (given by Eq. (3)) and the value of the rating to the firm (given301

by Eq. (4)):302

Z(q̂(r), q) = αSV (q̂(r), q) + βFV (q̂(r), q), (5)

where α and β are positive constants, the social value of the rating is given
by Eq. (3) and the value of the rating to the firm is given by Eq. (4). The
CRA reports the rating that maximizes Z. The social value of the rating
is maximized at q̂(r) = q. The value of the rating to the firm, consisting
of the social value, which again is maximized at q̂(r) = q, and the expected
wealth transfer from outside investors to original shareholders, which is in-
creasing in the inferred project quality, is maximized at an inflated inference
of project quality. The CRA’s objective, a weighted average of social value
and firm value, is increasing and concave in inferred project quality q̂(r) (see
Assumption 1 and Assumption 4) and is maximized at a rating which leads
to an inflated inference of project quality:

h(q) ≡ arg max
q̂(r)

Z(q̂(r), q) ≥ q + η, Z11 < 0, Z12 > 0, (6)

where η > 0 is the minimum value of the bias in the rating that maximizes303

the CRA’s objective.304

The CRA’s reporting of a credit rating is an information-transmission305

mechanism that is an example of a “cheap talk” game.5 The reason is that306

the CRA’s payoff in Eq. (5) is not directly affected by the credit rating r307

it reports. The payoff is only indirectly affected by the effect of the credit308

rating on the firm’s investment level and the terms of the financing raised,309

both of which depend on investors’ inference about project quality q̂(r) rather310

than the actual content of the credit rating r. In particular, a change in the311

language, scale, or presentation of the credit rating will have no impact on312

the payoffs of the game as long as investors are aware of the change and313

can extract the same information from the credit rating. This would change314

if regulators were fixated on the actual rating, rather than the information315

conveyed by the rating. In this case, regulations like capital requirements316

may be based on actual ratings, so that the scale of credit ratings would317

matter.318

5See Farrell and Gibbons (1989) and Krishna and Morgan (2007) for surveys of this
literature.
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2.3. Equilibrium with credit rating319

An equilibrium consists of the CRA’s rule for credit rating ρ(r|q) such that320

1. ρ is a probability distribution:
∫
ρ(r|q)dr = 1.321

2. The credit rating rule ρ(r|q) maximizes CRA’s objective in Eq. (5),322

given the project quality q and investors’ perceived expected project323

quality q̂(r).324

3. Investors update their beliefs about project quality q using Bayes’ rule.
If ρ(r|q) > 0 for some q, then investors’ posterior probability distribu-
tion is

g(q|r) =
ρ(r|q)g(q)∫

K

ρ(r|χ)g(χ)dχ
. (7)

325

Equilibrium condition 3 requires that the investors’ inference about ex-326

pected project quality be rational:327

q̂(r) = E[q |r ]. (8)

Equilibrium condition 2 – that the CRA’s equilibrium rating choice max-328

imize its objective in Eq. (5) – requires that6
329

Z(q̂(r), q) ≥ Z(q̂(r′), q) ∀q, r, r′, q′ if ρ(r|q) > 0, ρ(r′|q′) > 0. (9)

2.4. Coarse credit ratings330

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that credit ratings will be in-331

herently coarse in equilibrium. This result is an application of Crawford and332

Sobel’s (1982) result that when the sender and the receiver of the information333

6Confining alternative ratings to the set of equilibrium ratings is without loss of gener-
ality. This is equivalent to an assumption that if the CRA reports an out-of-equilibrium
rating, investors choose an investment level corresponding to one of the equilibrium rat-
ings (∀r′ ∃r, q 3 q̂(r′) = q̂(r), ρ(r | q) > 0) or such an extreme investment level that
the CRA will always prefer an equilibrium investment level to that investment level
(∀r′, q′ ∃r, q 3 Z(q̂(r), q′) ≥ Z(q̂(r′), q′), ρ(r | q) > 0). If these conditions are not specified,
the CRA’s equilibrium rating strategy is not incentive compatible and the equilibrium
does not exist.
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in a cheap-talk game have divergent interests, information communication is334

unavoidably imprecise. Crawford and Sobel (1982) derive their results with335

exogenously assumed objectives of the sender of the information and the336

receiver of the information. In the context of credit ratings, there are two337

receivers of information — the firm and the investors. We specify how agency338

conflicts among stakeholders in the firm can lead to a divergence in the ob-339

jectives of the firm and the investors, and show how these differences lead to340

an endogenous conflict of interest between the investors and a CRA which341

maximizes a weighted average of the objectives of the firm and the investors.342

This conflict of interest is measured by the weight β that the CRA places on343

the value of the rating to the firm.7344

Definition 1. A credit rating is “coarse” if there exists ε > 0 such that345

|q̂(r)− q̂(r′)| ≥ ε for all r and r′ 6= r such that ρ(r|q) > 0 and ρ(r′|q′) > 0 for346

some q and q′.347

Thus, the credit rating in a period is coarse if the actions induced by348

credit ratings are discrete – there exists ε > 0 such that any two actions that349

can be induced in equilibrium must differ by at least ε. The action induced by350

the credit rating is the inference investors draw about the expected project351

quality based on the rating, which in turn, determines both the investment352

level and the terms of debt financing for the rated firm. Notice that investors’353

objective is a continuous function of inferred project quality q̂, so the optimal354

investment level with full information about project quality is a continuous355

function of the project quality. This means that investors cannot achieve the356

full-information outcome with coarse credit ratings, so ratings coarseness is357

a source of welfare losses. As we indicated in the Introduction, this is an358

essential feature of a model that explains the puzzle of ratings coarseness.359

Proposition 1. The credit rating is coarse in equilibrium. Specifically, if r360

and r′ are two credit ratings reported by the CRA, then |q̂(r)− q̂(r′)| > η > 0.361

7The weight α assigned by the CRA to the welfare of investors can arise from the
CRA’s reputational concerns and provides a counterweight to the CRA’s concern with
maximizing the wealth of the firm. If the CRA does not face this tension in its objective
function (that is, β = 0), reputational concerns are not needed (α can be 0) for perfect
information revelation by the CRA in our model. Ottaviani and Sorensen (2006) show if
reputational concerns are present despite no conflict of interest or tension in the objective
function of the sort we model, strategic behavior by the sender to signal a higher ability
can actually limit information revelation by the sender under some specific information
structures.
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This proposition shows that if the interests of the CRA and the investors362

are not aligned, the CRA will issue discrete credit ratings, and the coarseness363

in credit ratings will increase as the gap between the interests of the investors364

and the CRA (measured by η) increases. The intuition is as follows. There365

does not exist an equilibrium in which investors infer the CRA’s information366

precisely based on continuous ratings and, given investors’ expectations about367

the CRA’s ratings reporting strategy, the CRA actually reports ratings in368

a manner consistent with those expectations. This is due to the CRA’s369

incentive to manipulate ratings in order to exploit investors’ expectations370

– if investors draw a precise inference about project quality based on the371

rating, the CRA, with an objective that diverges from the objective of the372

investors, has an incentive to manipulate the reported rating. To see this,373

suppose the CRA observes the credit quality as a number in a continuum374

and reports credit quality as another number in a continuum, with a higher375

credit quality represented by a bigger number. If investors believed that376

the CRA reported credit quality truthfully, they would infer that the credit377

quality equals the reported credit rating. However, given these beliefs, the378

CRA would report an inflated credit quality as a number larger than the true379

credit quality, so that investors’ inference of credit quality would exceed the380

true credit quality by the CRA’s preferred inflation.381

This divergence between the CRA’s rating strategy and investors’ expec-382

tation of the rating strategy leads to a breakdown of a ratings-based mecha-383

nism to credibly communicate the CRA’s information about project quality384

precisely. Sufficiently coarse ratings can overcome this breakdown and be385

credible. To see how, suppose there are two coarse ratings and investors386

believe that the CRA’s rating strategy is to report the higher rating if the387

true credit quality exceeds a threshold and the lower credit rating otherwise.388

When the CRA reports one of these ratings, investors interpret the expected389

credit quality to be the midpoint of the range of credit qualities represented390

by that credit rating. The CRA prefers to communicate a credit quality that391

exceeds the true credit quality by an amount equal to its preferred infla-392

tion. However, it is restricted to reporting one of the two coarse ratings that393

result in two different inferences of credit quality. The CRA consequently394

chooses the rating that results in an inferred credit quality that has the small-395

est deviation from the credit quality that the CRA prefers to communicate.396

When the true credit quality is less than the threshold, the CRA may report397

the lower credit rating, despite its incentive to inflate the reported rating.398

Specifically, the lower rating will be chosen if the credit quality inference399
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corresponding to the higher rating exceeds the CRA’s preferred inference by400

an amount greater than that by which the CRA’s preferred credit quality401

inference exceeds the inference corresponding to the lower rating.8402

We now show that there exist multiple equilibria and that, in each of403

these equilibria, the credit rating partitions the range of project qualities404

into discrete categories.405

Proposition 2. There exist equilibria with n distinct credit ratings r1 to rn406

for all n ≤ N where N is defined below. In an equilibrium with n credit407

ratings, the following statements are true:408

• The CRA reports credit rating ri if the project quality lies in a range409

(ai−1, ai), where the n ranges are uniquely defined by410

a0 = Ql, (10a)

Z(E[q |ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai], ai) = Z(E[q |ai ≤ q ≤ ai+1], ai), 0 < i < n (10b)

an = Qh. (10c)

• When the CRA reports credit rating ri, the firm invests I = I∗(q̂(ri))411

and the outside investors are repaid D (Π, I, q̂(ri)), where q̂(ri) = E[q |412

ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai].413

The maximum number of credit ratings, N , is nonincreasing in η and is the414

largest value of n such that there is a solution to415

a0 = a1 = Ql, (11a)

Z(E[q |ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai], ai) = Z(E[q |ai ≤ q ≤ ai+1], ai), 0 < i < n (11b)

an ≤ Qh. (11c)

8In a standard signaling model (or a Revelation Principle game), perfect separation
with truthful reporting/signaling is achieved by having the sender’s objective function
depend both on the sender’s (privately known) true type and a payoff that is correlated
with the sender’s signal. In a cheap talk game, such as the one we study, the sender’s
(the CRA’s) payoff does not depend on the signal. This makes it impossible to satisfy the
incentive compatibility constraints associated with perfect separation using the standard
specification of a marginal signaling cost that is lower for higher quality-types. Assuming
that the sender’s objective is concave in the signal with a unique maximum helps to
achieve incentive compatibility, but its ability to do so is limited, and it takes coarse
ratings to ensure global incentive compatibility. The reason is that, with coarse ratings,
misrepresentation requires moving across a relatively wide rating category, which creates
a sufficiently large misrepresentation cost, given the sender’s objective function, to deter
misrepresentation.
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Any other equilibrium is equivalent to one of the above equilibria in the sense416

that the two equilibria will result in the same level of investment and the same417

terms of repayment to outside investors for the same value of project quality418

with probability 1.419

The above proposition shows that there are multiple equilibria that differ420

in the number of discrete credit ratings reported by the CRA. An equilibrium421

partitions the range of project qualities into n intervals, and the credit rating422

reveals the interval in which the project quality lies. The credit rating does423

not reveal the exact project quality in this interval. The firm and the in-424

vestors update beliefs about project quality rationally based on the assigned425

credit rating. These updated beliefs serve two purposes — they enable the426

firm to optimally choose investment level and they also help to determine the427

terms of external financing. While the credit rating allows the firm to invest428

more efficiently than it would in the absence of the credit rating, the resid-429

ual uncertainty about project quality prevents elimination of the investment430

inefficiency. Note that since investors draw rational inferences from ratings,431

the coarseness in ratings does not result in any bias in investors’ inference432

about project quality. That is, a point often not emphasized in discussions433

of ratings inflation is that if investors have rational expectations, then such434

inflation should not systematically bias the credit-quality inferences investors435

extract from observed ratings.436

2.5. An example437

To quantify the impact of credit ratings on investment efficiency, in what438

follows we assume a specific functional form for the investment payoff and439

also that outside investors provide debt financing.9 In particular, we consider440

payoffs that are quadratic or linear in investment and project quality. We also441

assume that the probability distribution g of the project quality is uniform442

over (Ql, Qh). These assumptions result in quadratic objectives of the CRA443

and the investors, and facilitate the use of a cheap-talk approach to obtain444

closed-form expressions for the CRA’s equilibrium rating policy.445

9Equity financing or optimal security design may mitigate the conflict of interest be-
tween original shareholders and new investors and also influence the incentives of the CRA.
We abstract from consideration of capital structure here by assuming the existence of an
exogenous benefit to debt financing.
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The payoff from the project equals446

Π =

{
Πh ≡ (a+ 1)I − b(I − q)2 with probability p ∈ (0, 1)
Πl ≡ I + cq − d with probability 1− p. (12)

where a, b, c, and d are constants, and Πh > Πl > 0. The payoff thus equals447

a high value, Πh, with probability p, and a low value, Πl, with probability448

1− p. This payoff specification captures two features. First, the high payoff449

is a quadratic function of project quality q and investment level I such that450

the marginal return on investment is increasing in q. As a result, the value-451

maximizing investment level is an increasing function of q, and a more precise452

estimate of project quality enables a more efficient investment. Second, the453

low payoff results in a loss of d− cq relative to the amount invested, and this454

loss is decreasing in project quality. Thus, a higher-quality project has lower455

downside risk of a loss, so debt issued to finance the project will be less risky.456

The firm chooses an investment level I to maximize the NPV of the457

project:458

V (I, q) = E[Π− I] = E[p{aI − b(I − q)2}+ (1− p)(cq − d)]. (13)

The first-order condition for maximizing the above NPV yields the optimal459

investment level:460

I∗(q) ≡ E[q] + a/2b. (14)

If project quality is unknown and the firm invests optimally according to Eq.461

(14), the NPV is:462

E[V (I∗(E[q]), q)] = mE[q]− bpVar(q) + pa2/4b− (1− p)d, (15)

where m = pa + (1 − p)c and Var(q) is the variance of project quality. We463

make the following assumption to model risky debt.464

Assumption 4. a(Ql + a/4b) > b(Qh −Ql)
2 and d > cQh.465

The first condition in the assumption ensures that the high project payoff466

Πh exceeds the investment level, and the second condition ensures that the467

low project payoff Πl is less than the investment level.10 The face value, F ,468

10 The payoff Πh exceeds investment if aI > b (I − q)2. Substituting Eq. (14), this
requires that a(E[q] + a/4b) > b(E[q] − q)2. The left-hand-side is at least a(Ql + a/4b)
while the right-hand-side is at most b(Qh−Ql)

2 so a(Ql+a/4b) > b(Qh−Ql)
2 is a sufficient

condition. The payoff Πl is less than investment if d > cq. Since the right-hand-side is at
most cQh, a sufficient condition is d > cQh.
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of debt is determined so that the bondholders’ expected payoff equals the469

investment amount:470

pF + (1− p)(I + cE[q]− d) = I. (16)

Suppose the true project quality is q, but the firm and the investors believe471

that the expected value of project quality is q̂(r) based on the credit rating r.472

The firm will raise and invest I = I∗(q̂(r)) ≡ q̂(r) + a/2b (see Eq. (14)) and473

the NPV, given by Eq. (13), reduces to mq−pb(q̂(r)−q)2 +pa2/4b−(1−p)d,474

which is a quadratic in q̂(r) that is maximized at q̂(r) = q.475

Social value of the rating SV = −(q̂(r)− q)2. (17)

The value of the stake (the wealth) of existing shareholders in the firm is476

given by p(Πh − F ). Substituting the payoff Πh from Eq. (12) and the face477

value of debt from Eq. (16), this simplifies to:478

Ex post wealth of existing shareholders

= p
{
aI − b(I − q)2

}
− (1− p) {d− cq̂(r)} . (18)

Substituting the investment level I = q̂(r) + a/2b, this wealth simplifies to a479

quadratic expression in q̂(r) that is maximized at q̂ = q + c(1− p)/2bp:480

Value of the rating to the firm FV = −
(
q̂(r)− q − c(1− p)

2bp

)2

. (19)

The CRA’s objective function, a weighted average of the social value of481

the rating (given by Eq. (17)) and the value of the rating to the firm (given482

by Eq. (19)), is483

Z(q̂(r), q) = −α(q̂(r)− q)2 − β
(
q̂(r)− q − c(1− p)

2bp

)2

. (20)

This objective is quadratic in q̂(r) and is maximized at q̂(r) = q + δ, where484

δ = {β(1 − p)c}/{2pb(α + β)}. Thus, δ represents the bias in rating that485

maximizes the CRA’s objective.486

Equilibrium condition 2 – that the CRA’s equilibrium rating choice max-487

imize its objective in Eq. (5) – reduces to488

(q̂(r)− q − δ)2 ≤ (q̂(r′)− q − δ)2 ∀q, r, r′, q′ if ρ(r|q) > 0, ρ(r′|q′) > 0.(21)

With the specific functional forms assumed for the project payoff, the489

probability distribution of project quality, and debt financing, we get the490

following corollary from Proposition 2.491
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Corollary 1. Suppose the probability distribution g is uniform over (Ql, Qh)492

and project is financed with debt. Then, there exist equilibria with n distinct493

credit ratings r1 to rn for all n ≤ N , where N is the largest integer not ex-494

ceeding [(1 + 2(Qh −Ql)/δ)
1/2 +1]/2. In an equilibrium with n credit ratings,495

the following statements are true:496

a. The CRA reports credit rating ri if the project quality lies in range497

(ai−1, ai) where ai = Ql + (Qh −Ql)i/n− 2i(n− i)δ.498

b. When the CRA reports credit rating ri, the firm invests I = I∗(q̂(ri))499

and the face value of debt is F = I + (d − cq̂(ri))(1 − p)/p where500

q̂(ri) = (ai−1 + ai)/2.501

Any other equilibrium is equivalent to one of the above equilibria in the sense502

that the two equilibria will result in the same level of investment and the same503

terms of debt financing for the same value of project quality with probability504

1.505

There are multiple equilibria that differ in the number of credit rating506

categories. Crawford and Sobel (1982) argue that the equilibrium with the507

most refined information communication Pareto dominates others. In our508

context, this is the equilibrium with the most credit ratings. We shall hence-509

forth assume that given any set of parameter values, the equilibrium with510

the most credit ratings is implemented.511

We now examine how the CRA affects social welfare through its im-512

pact on investment efficiency. With universal risk neutrality, social wel-513

fare is measured by the NPV of investment (see Eq. (15)) which equals514

mE[q] − bpVar(q) + pa2/4b − (1 − p)d. Thus, the welfare cost of impre-515

cision about project quality is represented by a reduction of bpVar(q) in516

the NPV of investment. From Corollary 1, we see that in an equilibrium517

with n credit ratings, the CRA reports credit rating ri with probability518

1/n + 2(2i − n − 1)δ/(Qh − Ql) and the welfare cost equals bpVar(q | ri) =519

bp{(Qh−Ql)/n+2(2i−n−1)δ}2/12. Computing expectation across all credit520

ratings, the expected welfare cost of inefficient investment equals bp((Qh −521

Ql)
2/12)

∑n
i=1[1/n+ 2(2i− n− 1)δ/(Qh −Ql)]

3. This simplifies to bp[(Qh −522

Ql)
2/12n2 + δ2(n2 − 1)/3]. This welfare cost is less than the welfare cost523

of inefficient investment in an equilibrium with no credit ratings (or equiva-524

lently an equilibrium with n = 1 credit rating category) of bp(Qh−Ql)
2/12).525

However, if the CRA could communicate project quality perfectly, the invest-526

ment will always be efficient and the welfare cost will be zero. Thus, perfect527
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information about project quality can improve welfare by pb(Qh − Ql)
2/12.528

However, the coarseness of credit ratings precludes this efficient outcome.529

An increase in the number of credit ratings, for a given bias δ in the CRA’s530

objective, causes ratings to become more refined and leads to more efficient531

investments. Nonetheless, Proposition 1 shows that there is a limit to how532

precisely ratings can communicate project quality.533

Fig. 1 illustrates how the bias δ in the CRA’s objective affects the coarse-534

ness of ratings and thereby impacts the welfare cost of inefficient investment.535

If there is no bias in the CRA’s objective (δ = 0), the credit rating can be536

continuous, with infinitely many credit ratings. The firm invests optimally537

in this case and there is no welfare cost of inefficient investment. If the538

bias δ rises from zero to 0.1% of the standard deviation of project quality539

((Qh −Ql)/
√

12), the maximum number of credit rating categories drops to540

42 and the welfare cost of inefficient investment becomes 0.12% of the cor-541

responding cost in the absence of credit ratings. As the bias in the CRA’s542

objective increases to 1%, 5%, and 10% of the standard deviation of project543

quality, the maximum number of credit ratings declines to 13, 6, and 4, re-544

spectively. The corresponding welfare cost of inefficient investment rises to545

1.2%, 5.7%, and 11.3%, respectively of the corresponding cost in the ab-546

sence of credit ratings. We now discuss the economic determinants of the547

coarseness of credit ratings.548

Proposition 3. The number of credit ratings in the equilibrium with the549

most credit ratings is increasing in the weight the CRA places on maximizing550

the social value of the credit rating (α) and the marginal cost of uncertainty551

in project quality to the firm (pb), and decreasing in the weight that the CRA552

places on maximizing the wealth of the existing shareholders in the firm (β)553

and in the marginal value of project quality to debtholders ((1− p)c).554

Since the maximum number of credit ratings is a decreasing function of555

the divergence between the CRA’s objective and the goal of maximizing the556

social value of the credit rating, credit ratings become more refined (the557

number of ratings increases) as the CRA increases the weight it places on558

the social value of ratings, and less refined as the CRA increases the weight559

it places on maximizing the wealth of the existing shareholders of the issuing560

firm. Moreover, the marginal social value is directly proportional to the sen-561

sitivity (pb) of the NPV of the investment to the variance of project quality562

(see Eq. (15)), so the number of credit ratings increases as this sensitiv-563

ity increases. Finally, the divergence between the objectives of maximizing564
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Fig. 1. The horizontal axis is the bias in the CRA’s objective δ as a fraction of the standard
deviation of project quality ((Qh−Ql)/

√
12). The number of credit ratings is represented

using the scale on the left vertical axis. The social welfare cost of inefficient investment as
a fraction of the social welfare cost with no credit rating is represented using the scale on
the right vertical axis. As the bias in the CRA’s objective increases, the number of credit
ratings decline and the welfare cost of inefficient investment increases.
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the social value of credit ratings and maximizing the wealth of the current565

shareholders of the issuing firm arises from the possibility of a transfer of566

wealth between the current shareholders and the bondholders who provide567

the financing for the investment. Since the bondholders’ expected payoff is568

pF + (1− p)(I + cq− d) (see Eq. (16)), (1− p)c represents the sensitivity of569

the wealth transfer between the existing shareholders and the bondholders570

to the project quality revealed by the credit rating. A higher value of this571

sensitivity leads to a stronger incentive for the CRA to inflate credit ratings,572

which in turn increases the coarseness of credit ratings.573

These comparative statics indicate how ratings coarseness can vary across574

different kinds of debt instruments. For example, consider ratings of struc-575

tured products such as mortgage-backed securities and credit default obli-576

gations (CDOs). These ratings are primarily used for portfolio allocation577

by investors and have lesser relevance for real investment decisions. There578

are two reasons for this. First, ratings of structured securities typically lag579

real investments financed through the underlying securities. Moreover, the580

anticipation of a rating does not influence investment in our model because581

there is no information asymmetry between the issuer and the investors.11
582

Second, there are fewer issuers of structured securities than say issuers of583

bonds or mortgages and the quality of a typical structured security depends584

on the quality of a portfolio of many underlying securities. This means that585

a rating for a structured security conveys relatively little information about586

the efficiency of the investment financed through an individual underlying587

security. Hence, we expect the parameter α, the weight placed by the CRA588

on the social value of the rating, to be lower for structured securities than589

for corporate bonds. Proposition 3 then suggests that there should be fewer590

ratings for structured products than for bonds.591

While ratings provide a measure of the creditworthiness of firms, credit592

scores serve a similar purpose for consumers, but with the important differ-593

ence that the revenue of the company assigning credit scores depends less on594

a consumer’s decision than does the revenue of a rating agency on the deci-595

sion of the issuing firm. There are two reasons for this. First, a consumer596

may pay for access to her credit score, but most individuals or businesses597

11Nonetheless, the real investments expected to be financed in the future through similar
securities can be impacted by the spillover effects of the ratings of structured securities
and the anticipation of similar ratings for future structured securities.
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interested in assessing the creditworthiness of the consumer obtain the credit598

score directly. Second, in contrast to firms, a single consumer is a minuscule599

fraction of the consumer population. Thus, we expect the conflict of interest600

(β) to be much smaller for credit scores than for credit ratings. Our theory601

then indicates that credit scores should be less coarse than credit ratings.602

3. Competition603

How might inter-agency competition affect ratings coarseness? If there are604

multiple credit rating agencies that compete, so the firm can choose the605

CRA from which to purchase a credit rating, would the ratings be more or606

less coarse? A plausible conjecture is that competition among CRAs will607

counteract the effects of conflicts of interest and lead to more informative608

credit ratings. An opposite view is that competition dilutes the reputational609

incentives of CRAs and causes ratings to be less informative; see Becker and610

Milbourn (2011) for empirical evidence.611

We now assume that there are two credit rating agencies – CRA A and612

CRA B – that are ex ante identical. We abstract from the firm’s consid-613

erations about which CRA’s rating to procure by assuming that each CRA614

issues a credit rating about the quality of the firm’s project. The credit615

ratings issued by the two CRAs can differ if the CRAs disagree about the616

project quality or if the CRAs report different credit rating categories despite617

having identical information about project quality. The CRAs can disagree618

because each CRA’s credit rating is based on its privately observed noisy619

signal of the project quality. The signal si observed by CRA i, i ∈ {A,B},620

has a probability distribution πi(q) over support Ki, conditional on project621

quality q. The expected project quality based on the CRA’s updated beliefs622

is qi ≡ E[q | si] with support (Qi
l, Q

i
h). We can consider qi rather than si as623

CRA i’s signal, without loss of generality.624

We make the following assumption about the information structures of625

the CRAs:626

Assumption 5.627

1. Signals are conditionally independent. Signals qA and qB are628

stochastically independent, conditional on a value of q.629

2. Signals are informative. Signal qj, j ∈ {A,B} satisfies the mono-630

tone likelihood ratio property. That is, the ratio of
[
∂Pr(qj<s|q)

∂s

]
s=q2

to631
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[
∂Pr(qj<s|q)

∂s

]
s=q1

is increasing in q if q2 > q1.632

3. Signals are substitutes. There exist constants βl and βh such that633

0 < βl ≤ E[q|qj=q2,qk=q3]−E[q|qj=q1,qk=q3]
E[q|qj=q2]−E[q|qj=q1]

≤ βh < 1 for j, k ∈ {A,B}, q2 >634

q1. Moreover, βh − βl < 2δ(2−βh−βl)
Qh−Ql

.635

The first condition, namely that signals are conditionally independent,636

means that the noise terms in the signals of the CRAs are uncorrelated637

and ensures that each CRA’s information is marginally informative. The638

second condition ensures that a higher value of a CRA’s signal connotes639

higher project quality, holding fixed the signal of the other CRA. The third640

condition states that the CRAs’ signals are partial substitutes in the sense641

that the marginal informativeness of a CRA’s signal decreases when the other642

CRA’s signal is available. The assumption that parameters βl and βh are643

close ensures that the percentage reduction in the marginal informativeness644

of the CRA’s signal, due to the availability of the other CRA’s signal, does645

not vary much across the support of the CRA’s signal.646

The two CRAs first observe their private signals of project quality and647

then simultaneously announce their credit ratings. The CRAs can differ in648

the menu of credit ratings they assign. Let ri be the credit rating assigned649

by CRA i. Since each CRA observes only its own signal, the credit rating it650

assigns is based on its expectation of the credit rating that the other CRA651

will announce and on its expectation of how the two ratings will be used by652

the firm and the investors to revise beliefs about project quality.653

An equilibrium consists of the CRAs’ rules for credit ratings, ρA(rA|sA)654

and ρB(rB|sB), such that:655

1. ρj is a probability distribution:
∫
ρ(rj|sj)drj = 1.656

2. The credit rating rule ρj(rj|sj) of CRA j maximizes657

Z = f − αE
[(
q̂(rj, rk)− E[q | sj, rk]

)2
]

− βE

[(
q̂(rj, rk)− E[q | sj, rk]− c(1− p)

2bp

)2
]
, (22)

given its signal sj, the credit rating rule ρk(rk|sk) of the other CRA,658

and investors’ inference q̂(rj, rk) = E[q] based on posterior distribution659

g(q|rA, rB) of project quality.660
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3. Investors update their beliefs about project quality q using Bayes’ rule.
If ρ(rA|sA) > 0 for some sA and ρ(rB|sB) > 0 for some sB, then
investors’ posterior probability distribution is

g(q|rA, rB) =

∫∫
KB ,KA

ρ(rA|sA)ρ(rB|sB)πA(sA|q)πB(sB|q)g(q)dsAdsB∫∫∫
K,KB ,KA

ρ(rA|sA)ρ(rB|sB)πA(sA|χ)πB(sB|χ)g(χ)dsAdsBdχ
.

(23)

The first equilibrium condition requires that each credit rating function661

is a probability distribution, the second condition requires that each CRA’s662

equilibrium credit rating choice is incentive compatible, and the third condi-663

tion requires that the investors’ inference about expected project quality is664

rational along the path of play.665

Lemma 1.666

a. Each CRA’s credit rating is coarse in equilibrium. Specifically, if ri and667

r′i are two credit ratings reported by CRA i, then |q̂(ri) − q̂(r′i)| ≥ 2δ668

where q̂ is the mean project quality based on the posterior beliefs of the669

firm and the investors.670

b. There exist equilibria with nA distinct credit ratings rA1 to rAnA of CRA671

A and nB distinct credit ratings rB1 to rBnB of CRA B such that the672

following is true:673

• CRA j, j ∈ {A,B}, reports credit rating category rji if its expecta-674

tion of project quality, qj, lies in range
[
aji−1, a

j
i

]
, where the ranges675

are uniquely defined by676
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aj0 = Qj
l j ∈ {A,B}, (24a)

nk∑
n=1

Pr(qk ∈ [akn−1, a
k
n] | qj = aji )×(

E
[
q | qj ∈ [aji−1, a

j
i ], q

k ∈ [akn−1, a
k
n]
]
−

E
[
q | qj = aji , q

k ∈ [akn−1, a
k
n]
]
− δ
)2

=
nk∑
n=1

Pr(qk ∈ [akn−1, a
k
n] | qj = aji )×(

E
[
q | qj ∈ [aji , a

j
i+1], qk ∈ [akn−1, a

k
n]
]
−

E
[
q | qj = aji , q

k ∈ [akn−1, a
k
n]
]
− δ
)2
,

j, k ∈ {A,B}, j 6= k, 0 < i < nj, (24b)

aj
nj = Qj

h j ∈ {A,B}. (24c)

• When CRA A and CRA B report credit ratings rAi and rBn , re-677

spectively, the firm invests I = I∗(q̂(rAi , r
B
n )) and the face value of678

debt is F = I + (d− cq̂(rAi , rBn ))(1− p)/p where q̂(rAi , r
B
n ) = E[q |679

aAi−1 ≤ qA ≤ aAi , a
B
n−1 ≤ qB ≤ aBn ].680

c. Any other equilibrium is equivalent to one of the above equilibria in the681

sense that the two equilibria will result in the same level of investment682

and terms of debt financing for the same signals of the CRAs.683

Part a of this lemma shows that equilibrium credit ratings continue to684

be coarse when there are multiple competing CRAs. The reason is that the685

coarseness of a CRA’s rating arises from the CRA’s inability to credibly com-686

mit to truthfully report a continuous rating, given its incentive to inflate the687

rating. With multiple CRAs, the fact remains that a given CRA’s credit rat-688

ing still influences the posterior beliefs about project quality – and hence the689

wealth of the issuing firm’s existing shareholders – so if the CRA’s objective690

is increasing in the wealth of the existing shareholders of the issuing firm,691

it still has an incentive to manipulate ratings to benefit these shareholders.692

This tilt in the objective of the CRA toward maximizing the wealth of the is-693

suing firm’s shareholders causes ratings to be coarse and prevents the CRA’s694

information from being fully revealed by the credit rating it assigns.695

Parts b and c of the lemma characterize the equilibria with two CRAs.696

Based on their privately observed signals, the two CRAs simultaneously an-697

nounce possibly different credit ratings. The credit rating assigned by CRA698
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j partitions the range of expected project qualities based on its signal (qj).699

Conditions (24a)-(24c) are the incentive compatibility conditions for CRA700

j’s credit rating strategy conditional on qj and based on its beliefs about the701

other CRA’s (k’s) information qk and CRA k’s equilibrium rating strategy.702

Condition (24b) specifies that the boundary aji between ratings correspond-703

ing to ranges [aji−1, a
j
i ] and [aji , a

j
i+1] of qj is such that CRA j is indifferent704

between assigning those two ratings if it expects project quality to be aji705

based on its own signal. The two ratings will result in the same expected706

squared deviation between the project quality inferred by the investors and707

the biased project quality inference that maximizes the CRA’s objective.708

The left-hand side of Eq. (24b) is the expected value of the squared devi-709

ation when CRA j assigns the rating corresponding to range [aji−1, a
j
i ] and710

the right-hand side is the expected value of the squared deviation when CRA711

j assigns the rating corresponding to range [aji , a
j
i+1]. The equilibrium also712

specifies that the firm’s investment as well as terms of debt financing are713

based on beliefs about project quality that are rationally determined based714

on the assigned credit ratings and equilibrium strategies of the CRAs. We715

now examine how competition among CRAs affects ratings coarseness.716

Proposition 4. The maximum number of credit ratings reported by a CRA717

in an equilibrium with two CRAs is less than or equal to the maximum number718

of credit ratings reported by the CRA in an equilibrium when it is the only719

CRA. Despite this increase in coarseness, the welfare associated with the720

most informative equilibrium is higher when there are two CRAs than when721

there is only one CRA.722

The proposition shows that, rather than mitigating the coarseness of rat-723

ings, greater competition among CRAs can result in an equilibrium with724

more coarse credit ratings issued by each CRA. The economic intuition is as725

follows. The divergence between the CRA’s and investors’ objectives limits726

the precision of information that can be credibly communicated, leading to727

coarse ratings such that the project qualities inferred by investors are also728

coarse and differ by at least 2δ across ratings. With two CRAs, the inference729

about project quality drawn by investors depends on the credit ratings as-730

signed by both CRAs, and a particular CRA’s rating will cause a smaller shift731

in the investors’ inference in this case compared to the case in which there732

is a credit rating from only one CRA. So to influence investors’ inference733

by the same amount as with a single agency, each CRA must choose wider734

rating categories. This means that, when there are two CRAs with identical735
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objectives, each CRA’s most informative credit ratings will be coarser than736

the credit ratings that will arise in an equilibrium with only one CRA.737

Nonetheless, when there are two ratings, more precise information about738

credit qualities will be communicated in equilibrium compared to the single739

rating case. If CRA A reports nA ratings and CRA B reports nB ratings,740

both nA and nB are less than the maximum number of ratings when there741

is only one CRA. Yet, there are effectively nA × nB rating buckets from742

the investors’ perspective, and competition enhances welfare, despite coarser743

ratings.744

The above result relies on the assumption that competition does not745

affect the objectives of the CRAs. However, competition can, in fact, change746

each CRA’s objective by exerting an ex ante influence on the weights the747

CRA’s objective puts on the interests of the issuer and the social value of748

credit ratings. It can also potentially affect the informativeness of ratings749

and hence their effect on real outcomes. The net effect of competition on the750

informativeness of credit ratings, and hence on social welfare, will depend on751

the relative impact of competition on the values of the parameters α and β752

in Eq. (5), an issue that we discuss below.753

Suppose there is unobservable heterogeneity among CRAs with respect754

to the precision with which they discover the credit qualities of issuers, and755

CRAs are developing reputations for this precision. A more reputable CRA is756

associated with a greater responsiveness of bond yields to ratings as investors757

attach higher values to ratings issued by more reputable CRAs. This, in758

turn, induces issuing firms to prefer more reputable CRAs to those with lesser759

reputations ceteris paribus. The consequence is the generation of an economic760

incentive for the CRA to acquire a reputation for precise ratings in order to761

boost future investor demand for its ratings and thereby influence the issuer’s762

purchase decision. To the extent that the value of boosting future investor763

demand for accurate ratings increases with inter-CRA competition – say764

because having a larger number of CRAs to choose from allows issuers to be765

more “picky ” in selecting more reputable CRAs – an increase in competition766

exerts upward pressure on the ratio α/β.767

Pitted against this reputational force to report precise ratings is the768

CRA’s desire to inflate ratings due to the component of a CRA’s objec-769

tive that is based on the maximization of the wealth of the issuing firm’s770
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existing shareholders.12 That is, as the inter-CRA market becomes more771

competitive, the likelihood of the CRA being able to capture an issuer’s772

current business declines ceteris paribus, thereby strengthening incentives to773

cater to the interests of the issuer’s current shareholders and inflate ratings,774

i.e., greater competition exerts a downward pressure on α/β. This incen-775

tive is exacerbated by the deleterious impact of higher competition on the776

CRA’s survival probability, since this reduced survival probability diminishes777

the present value of future reputational rents to the CRA. It appears there-778

fore that an increase in competition among CRAs can strengthen both the779

investor-demand-driven reputational incentive to issue more precise ratings780

and the issuer-catering-driven incentive to inflate ratings. To see which effect781

dominates requires more careful and formal reasoning.782

To provide such reasoning, we capture the forces discussed above in a sim-783

ple model in Appendix A. The model shows that when the number of CRAs784

is relatively small, an increase in competition is likely to increase α/β and785

thereby increase welfare through its effect on the CRA’s objective function.786

However, when the number of competing CRAs is large, a further increase in787

competition is likely to reduce α/β, make ratings coarser, and reduce welfare.788

These conclusions are consistent with the findings in the literature on mar-789

ket structure and product quality about an inverted-U relationship between790

competition and product quality (see, for example, Aghion, Bloom, Blundell,791

Griffith and Howitt, 2005 and Dana Jr. and Fong, 2011).13
792

Our model assumes that multiple rating agencies simultaneously issue793

ratings. However, if rating agencies can observe other ratings when they is-794

sue or revise their rating, an interesting possibility to explore is the revelation795

of information generated by the aggregation of ratings issued by multiple rat-796

ing agencies and comparisons of these ratings with actual default outcomes.797

With multiple CRAs, rating agencies that are revealed by comparison to be798

“wrong” less often will get higher future business as investors will value their799

ratings more and yields will be more responsive to their ratings. In other800

words, CRAs will be engaged in an implicit “reputational tournament.”14
801

12The incentive to maximize shareholder wealth is an outcome of the ability of issuing
firms to engage in ratings shopping and choose CRAs that provide higher ratings.

13Reputation can be valuable in oligopolistic environment, as in our analysis. How-
ever, Hörner (2002) points out the problems faced by models of reputation building in a
competitive environment and provides a model that overcomes these problems.

14See Goel and Thakor (2008) for how an intrafirm reputational tournament among
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This can generate “reputational herding” incentives for CRAs. In a world in802

which CRAs cannot directly collude and coordinate the ratings they assign,803

such herding, based on independently drawn signals, is made easier by ratings804

coarseness; for example, this is trivially true when there is only one rating.805

That is, ratings coarseness becomes more attractive as the number of CRAs806

increases. So, while multiple equilibria are likely in such an environment, it807

is plausible that one of these is an equilibrium in which greater inter-CRA808

competition leads to more ratings coarseness (see Proposition 4).809

4. Welfare and regulatory implications810

As we have discussed before, ratings coarseness reduces welfare by lowering811

the precision of the information available for investment decisions. Hence,812

regulatory actions should be focused on finding ways to induce CRAs to813

increase effective rating categories, according to our analysis. The focus of814

regulatory actions instead has been to take the number of rating categories as815

given and seek to ensure that ratings assigned to debt issues are “accurate” in816

the sense that a particular credit quality corresponds to the rating investors817

would expect it to be. This misses the point, however. As our analysis shows,818

if investors have rational expectations, then ratings inflation does not lead to819

biased inferences by investors, so that ratings will always be “accurate,” given820

the rating categories deployed.15 But accuracy, for a fixed number of ratings,821

does not connote precision, and welfare can be improved by increasing the822

number of rating categories and hence elevating the precision of ratings.823

How can regulators induce CRAs to endogenously offer more refined rat-824

ings? A strong implication of the analysis is that this can be achieved by825

reducing the weight the CRA attaches to the wealth of the issuing firm’s826

shareholders. One possible way to do this is to require all issuers to purchase827

credit ratings—as in the case of all taxable corporate bonds in the U.S.—so828

that the demand for ratings becomes independent of the extent to which a829

CRA caters to the issuer’s interest. Of course, while this ensures that the830

managers competing to be CEO can distort project choices, with reputational herding
taking the form of all managers choosing excessively risky projects.

15If investors do not have rational expectations, then the focus of regulation ought to
shift to addressing the problem of improving ratings-based inferences and perhaps requiring
CRAs to more clearly explain how ratings map into default probabilities.
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aggregate demand for ratings is independent of the extent to which CRAs831

cater to the wishes of issuers, it does not eliminate ratings shopping, which832

could cause competing CRAs to continue to attach considerable weight to833

the wishes of issuers, especially when investors cannot determine the extent834

of ratings shopping and issuers can benefit from “cherry picking.” Sangiorgi835

and Spatt (2013) indicate that the problem of ratings bias/inflation is exac-836

erbated by the opacity of the contracts between issuers and rating agencies;837

such opacity creates uncertainty for investors about whether the issuer ob-838

tained ratings that are not being disclosed. Joining that insight with the im-839

plication of our analysis suggests that a mandatory increase in transparency840

about all ratings acquired by an issuer would help to reduce coarseness since841

it would diminish the benefit of ratings shopping and thereby lower the weight842

the CRA attaches to the issuer’s shareholder wealth.843

This discussion also exposes the weakness of regulators mechanically tying844

regulatory benefits to categories so that firms with higher ratings reap higher845

benefits regardless of the inference investors draw from these ratings. Such846

a practice strengthens the issuing firm’s preference for a higher rating and847

widens the divergence between the social value of ratings and the CRA’s848

objective which is a weighted average of the social value and the issuing849

firm’s objective. This widening of the divergence further limits the precision850

of ratings. So attaching regulatory benefits to rating labels lowers the upper851

bound on the precision of ratings.852

5. Conclusion853

In this paper we have provided a theory that explains why credit ratings854

are coarse indicators of credit quality. We model the credit-ratings deter-855

mination process as a cheap-talk game and show that a rating agency that856

assigns positive weights in its objective function to the divergent goals of857

issuers and investors will come up with coarse credit ratings in equilibrium.858

The analysis also shows that the coarseness reduces welfare because it leads859

to investment inefficiencies relative to a system in which the CRA commu-860

nicates its signal one-to-one to the public. Moreover, competition among861

rating agencies may cause ratings to become even more coarse. The reason862

is that the availability of ratings from competing CRAs lowers the marginal863

impact of a CRA’s rating on investors’ inference about credit quality, which864

then induces the CRA to increase ratings coarseness. Nonetheless, greater865
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competition increases aggregate information about credit quality and raises866

social welfare when there is a small number of competing agencies.867

Regulators can affect ratings coarseness in many ways. In particular,868

these regulations can target investors or issuing firms. On the investor front,869

if regulators decide to confer benefits on issuers that obtain higher ratings870

– say by imposing lower capital requirements on investors who invest in871

higher-rated bonds – so that issuers of higher-rated bonds enjoy lower yields872

regardless of the inference investors draw from these ratings, then ratings873

coarseness will increase and welfare will decline. On the issuing firms front,874

if regulators require all issuers to obtain ratings and also disclose all ratings875

that were obtained, then coarseness will decline and welfare will be enhanced876

because each CRA will attach a smaller weight to the issuer’s shareholder877

wealth in its objective function.16 Thus, the nature of regulatory intervention878

may matter a great deal in the ratings coarseness that arises in equilibrium.879

An interesting issue that we have not addressed is why regulatory reliance880

on ratings is often more coarse than even the (coarse) underlying ratings.881

That is, why do regulators wish to distinguish only between investment grade882

and junk bonds or rely on only six risk categories (as the NAIC)? While we883

have not examined this issue, we can make a few observations. First, because884

the credit rating itself is a sufficient statistic for the regulator’s classifications,885

there is no information loss associated with this regulatory practice. Second,886

16For example, the recent regulation by the European Union (see Council of the Euro-
pean Union, 2013) introduced a mandatory rotation rule that requires issuers of structured
finance products to switch to a different CRA every four years. The ostensible goal is to
reduce the issuer-catering incentives created by the issuer-pays model. The regulation
also has other clauses for improved disclosure transparency. Our analysis implies that the
greater transparency and a lower β can enhance welfare.

By contrast, some other initiatives to reduce regulatory-mandated reliance on credit
ratings may actually reduce welfare, according to our analysis. An example is the recent
change in the manner in which capital requirements are computed for the insurance hold-
ings of mortgage-backed-securities. The change replaced credit ratings with regulator-paid
risk assessments by Pimco and Blackrock. Becker and Opp (2013) document that this led
to significant reductions in aggregate capital requirements. To the extent that a rating
issued by a CRA with reputational concerns in an oligopolistic industry becomes more
precise when inter-CRA competition increases, this move to replace a rating with an as-
sessment that has not been shaped by similar reputational concerns can reduce welfare
not only due to a less precise risk assessment, but also because the consequently lower ag-
gregate capital is inimical to financial stability (see Thakor, 2014, for more on the stability
argument).
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one reason why regulators may wish to rely on coarser categories than the887

ratings themselves is that, to the extent that there are costs or benefits associ-888

ated with how ratings are used for regulatory purposes, incentives for ratings889

manipulation are generated, and these entail social costs that regulators may890

wish to minimize. If regulators rely on just a subset of rating categories, there891

would be little incentives for firms and CRAs to distort ratings within each892

subset. It would be interesting to formally model the tradeoffs engendered893

by regulation-dependent ratings manipulation incentives, and examine the894

theoretical soundness of this conjecture in future research.895
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Appendix A: A simple model of the CRA’s896

objective - Endogenizing α and β897

Suppose there two periods, n ex ante identical CRAs, and M ex ante identical898

firms that need ratings from the CRAs in each of the two periods. A higher899

value of n indicates higher competition among CRAs. There is turnover900

among CRAs so that an incumbent CRA in the first period can be replaced901

with a new CRA in the second period. Following the empirical literature on902

industry turnover, we assume that the probability that a first-period CRA903

survives for the second period, φ(n), is decreasing in n.17
904

Each CRA has an unknown ability that determines the accuracy of its905

ratings. The probability distribution of the ability in the first period is906

the same for all CRAs. Ex ante identical CRAs use identical equilibrium907

reporting strategies in the first period but since a higher ability CRA observes908

a more precise signal of project quality, its reported rating is expected to909

result in more efficient investment and greater social welfare. Hence, a CRA910

whose ratings result in greater social welfare in the first period develops a911

reputation for higher ability entering the second period.912

Each firm independently chooses the CRA from which it buys a rating913

and pays the CRA a fee f t for the rating in period t. Firms’ choices of CRAs914

depend on two considerations – the accuracy of ratings and the impact of915

rating on shareholder wealth. Specifically, firms prefer more accurate ratings916

that lead to more efficient investment. This preference for ratings accuracy917

does not impact the choice of CRA in the first period because all CRAs are918

ex ante identical. However, in the second period, an estimate of the accuracy919

of a CRA’s ratings is based on its reputation for ratings accuracy developed920

on the basis of its first-period ratings. The second consideration in a firm’s921

choice of CRA is the rating offered by the CRA. The firm gets a preview of922

the ratings that will be issued by different CRAs before it chooses a CRA.923

The firm prefers a higher rating to a lower rating. The rationale is that924

CRAs’ ratings are noisy indicators of credit quality and if two CRAs that925

have the same reputation for accuracy report different ratings, then a higher926

rating will allow the firm to raise financing at a lower cost and have higher927

shareholder wealth.18
928

17See Caves (1998).
18We would get similar results if we assume that firms’ choices of CRAs are fixed but
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The following specification incorporates these motives of firms in their929

choices of CRAs. Each firm considers a set of C(n) candidate CRAs. This930

set is random except that the CRA chosen by the firm in the previous period931

may be included in the set. Firm j chooses CRA i from its set of candidate932

CRAs in period t with probability ωti,j, given by933

ωti,j =
1

C(n)
(1 + k1(Rt

i −R
t

j) + k2(FVi,j − FV j)), (25)

where, k1 and k2 are positive constants, Rt
i is the reputation of CRA i at934

the beginning of period t, FVi,j is the expected value of a rating from CRA935

i to firm j’s shareholders, and R
t

j and FV j are cross-sectional averages of936

CRA reputation and value of rating to firm across firm j’s set of candidate937

CRAs.19 The reputation of CRA i at the beginning of period 2 is the average938

social value of the ratings it issued in the first period:939

R2
i =

n

M

( ∑
firm j rated by CRA i in period 1

SV 1
j

)
. (26)

Each CRA’s objective is to maximize its expected current and future940

discounted fees. Let λ be the per-period discount factor. The objective of941

CRA i in reporting a rating for firm j in the first period is to maximize942

f 1ω1
i,j + λφ(n)f 2

( ∑
CRA i is firm j’s candidate CRA in period 2

ω2
i,j

)
. (27)

Substituting Eq. (25) and Eq. (26) in the above expression, CRA i chooses943

a rating for firm j to maximize944

1

C(n)

(
1− 1

C(n)

)[
λC(n)φ(n)f 2k1SV

1
j + f 1k2FVi,j

]
. (28)

The above expression shows that the CRA’s objective is to maximize a945

weighted average of the social value of ratings and the value of the rating to946

the fee they pay for a rating is increasing in the CRA’s reputation and in the expected
shareholder wealth from the rating.

19The value of a rating to the firm depends on reported rating and the true project
quality. The firm does not directly observe the true project quality needed to value a
rating, but estimates it by observing the equilibrium ratings reported by several CRAs.
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the firm’s shareholders where the weight α attached to social value and the947

weight β attached to rating’s value to the firm’s shareholders are given by948

α =

(
1− 1

C(n)

)
λφ(n)f 2k1,

β =
1

C(n)

(
1− 1

C(n)

)
f 1k2. (29)

The ratio of the two weights is given by949

α/β =
λφ(n)C(n)f 2k1

f 1k2

. (30)

Given the weights k1 and k2 on the social value of ratings and on the950

expected value of the rating to shareholders, respectively, chosen by the firms951

in their CRA choices, α and β depend on three factors: (i) the magnitudes952

of the current and future rating fees (f 1 and f 2), (ii) the probability that the953

CRA survives a period (φ(n)), and (iii) the number of candidate CRAs that a954

firm considers before choosing a CRA (C(n)). These factors capture different955

facets of competition in the CRA industry. Greater industry competition is956

likely to exert a downward pressure on rating fees, resulting in a decline in957

the ratio f 2/f 1. Increasing industry competition is also likely to lower the958

survival probability, φ(n), of a CRA as n increases. Both these factors reduce959

the ratio α/β. As for the third factor, an increase in the number of CRAs (n)960

induces each firm to consider a larger set of candidate CRAs in choosing the961

CRA from which it buys rating. That is, an increase in n can increase C(n)962

and thereby increase the ratio α/β. The intuition is that as the number of963

CRAs increases, an average CRA’s current market share decreases, but its964

potential for growth in market share increases because firms cast a wider net965

when comparing CRAs.966

The net impact of competition on the ratio α/β depends on the relative967

impact of the three factors discussed above. When the number of CRAs is968

relatively small and the industry is an oligopoly, an increase in competition969

is likely to have a modest impact on the fee ratio f2/f1 and also have a small970

impact on φ(n). The main effect will be an increase in the set of CRAs that971

issuers can choose from, i.e., C(n) will increase as n increases. Thus, the972

ratio α/β is likely to go up with an increase in competition when the number973

of CRAs is small.974

When there is a relatively large number of CRAs, however, a further in-975

crease in the number of CRAs will reduce the fee ratio f2/f1 as the market976
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becomes more competitive, and φ(n) will decline as well. The theory de-977

veloped in Satterthwaite (1979) suggests that in markets for “reputational978

goods,” when the number of sellers becomes large enough and buyers face979

search costs, an increase in the number of sellers does not increase the num-980

ber of sellers that any buyer compares to decide which seller to buy from,981

i.e., C(n) becomes insensitive to n when n is large enough.20 This would982

imply a decline in α/β when n increases from an already large value.983

20In Satterthwaite (1979) this may cause prices to perversely rise with more competition
(see Pauly and Satterthwaite (1981) for empirical support in the primary care physicians
market). However, in their setting, prices charged are unobservable, as is physician’s
quality. With CRAs, prices are observable, regardless of n, but qualities may require
search costs to uncover.
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Appendix B: Proofs984

Proof of Proposition 1: Suppose q̂(r) < q̂(r′), ρ(r|q) > 0 and ρ(r′|q′) > 0
with q, q′ ∈ [Ql, Qh]. Since Z11 < 0 and Z(q̂, q) is maximized at h(q), Eq. (9)
implies that,

q̂(r′)) > h(q) ≥ q + η. (31)

Taking an expectation and substituting in Eq. (8) yields q̂(r′)− q̂(r) > η.985

Proof of Proposition 2: N is a unique positive integer because (1) there986

is a trivial solution to Eq. (11a)-(11c) for n = 1 and (2) there is no solution987

for n > 1 + (Qh −Ql)/η because Z11 < 0 and Eq. (11b) imply ai+1 − ai ≥ η988

so Qh −Ql ≥ an − a0 ≥ (n− 1)η.989

We now show that a solution to Eq. (10a)-(10c) exists for each n ≤ N .990

For any solution (a0, a1, ...) to Eq. (10a)-(10b), define s(a0, a1, ...) = max{j |991

ai ≤ Qh∀i ≤ j}. Consider a random variable x with a continuous probability992

distribution over (0,∞) such that E[x] = ∞ and a random variable y such993

that y = q with probability θ, 0 < θ < 1, and y = Qh + x with probability994

1 − θ. The probability distribution of y is proportional to the probability995

distribution of q for y < Qh so we can replace q with y in these equations as996

this does not change the solutions to Eq. (10a)-(10c). Since the probability997

distribution of y is continuous and Z11 < 0, given ai−1 and ai, there is exactly998

one value of ai+1 that satisfies Eq. (10b). Since a0 = Ql is fixed, given a1,999

there is a unique a2 that satisfies Eq. (10b) and given a1 and a2, there is1000

a unique a3 that satisfies Eq. (10b) and so on. Thus, there is exactly one1001

solution to Eq. (10a)-(10b) for each value of a1. Further, these solutions1002

are continuous in a1 because the distribution of y is continuous. So we1003

can define s(a1) = s(a0, a1, ...) where a0, a1, ... satisfy Eq. (10a)-(10b). By1004

definition of N , there exists a value of a1 at which s(a1) = N . Moreover,1005

s(Qh) = 1. Since (a0, a1, ...) are continuous in a1, s(a1) changes by at most1006

1 when a1 is varied so for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , there exists a1 such that s(a1)1007

changes discontinuously between n and n− 1. This requires that an = Qh so1008

a0, a1, ..., an is a solution to Eq. (10a)-(10c).1009

We now show that a solution to Eq. (10a)-(10c) is an equilibrium. The1010

rating function is deterministic and hence a trivial probability distribution.1011

To show that equilibrium condition 2 holds, it is sufficient to show that1012

Eq. (9) holds. If r = r′, Eq. (9) holds. Suppose r 6= r′, project quality1013

q ∈ (ai−1, ai) and the corresponding equilibrium rating is r.1014
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If r > r′,

0 = Z (E [q|ai ≤ q ≤ ai+1] , ai)− Z (E [q|ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai] , ai)

≥ Z (E [q|ai ≤ q ≤ ai+1] , q)− Z (E [q|ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai] , q)

= Z (E [q|ai ≤ q ≤ ai+1] , q)− Z (q(r), q)

≥ Z (q(r′), q)− Z (q(r), q) , (32)

where the first equality follows from Eq. (10b), the first inequality holds1015

because Z12 > 0 from Eq. (6), and the last inequality holds because Z11 < 01016

from Eq. (6).1017

If r < r′

0 = Z (E [q|ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai] , ai−1)− Z (E [q|ai−2 ≤ q ≤ ai−1] , ai−1)

≤ Z (E [q|ai−1 ≤ q ≤ ai] , q)− Z (E [q|ai−2 ≤ q ≤ ai−1] , q)

= Z (q(r), q)− Z (E [q|ai−2 ≤ q ≤ ai−1] , q)

≤ Z (q(r), q)− Z (q(r′), q) , (33)

where the first equality follows from Eq. (10b), the first inequality holds1018

because Z12 > 0 from Eq. (6), and the last inequality holds because Z11 < 01019

from Eq. (6). Thus, Eq. (9) holds. The equilibrium investment level and1020

face value of debt are consistent with investors’ rational beliefs about q.1021

Finally, we show that any equilibrium must be of the form characterized1022

in the Proposition. Consider ratings r and r′ that result in different inferred1023

project qualities, q̂(r) and q̂(r′). Assume q̂(r) < q̂(r′) without loss of gener-1024

ality. Since Z11 < 0, CRA prefers r to r′ for q less than a threshold value and1025

r′ to r for q more than the threshold value. So the ranges of q corresponding1026

to different ratings are nonoverlapping. Moreover, continuity of Z in Eq. (5)1027

requires that if the CRA issues a rating for values q1 and q2 of q than it1028

should issue that rating for all values of q between q1 and q2. Thus, ratings1029

partition the range of q into disjoint intervals. The Proposition characterizes1030

all equilibria in which ratings partition the range of q into disjoint intervals1031

and which satisfy the CRA’s IC constraint Eq. (9).1032

Proof of Corollary 1: With the functional-form assumptions that have1033

been made, Eq. (10b) and Eq. (11b) reduce to1034

ai+1 = 2ai − ai−1 + 4δ. (34)
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Substituting Eq. (11a), the solution to this difference equation is ai = Ql +1035

2i(i − 1)δ. Since N is the highest value of n that satisfies Eq. (11c), N is1036

highest n such that Ql + 2n(n−1)δ ≤ Qh or (n−1/2)2−1/4 ≤ (Qh−Ql)/δ.1037

That is, N is the largest integer not exceeding (
√

1 + 2(Qh −Ql)/δ + 1)/2.1038

For statement a., note that the solution to Eq. (34) and Eq. (10a) is1039

ai = ia1 − (i− 1)Ql + 2i(i− 1)δ. (35)

Substituting Eq. (10c), we get Qh = na1−(n−1)Ql+2n(n−1)δ. Substituting1040

a1 from this equation in Eq. (35), we get ai = Ql+(Qh−Ql)i/n−2i(n− i)δ.1041

Statement b. follows from Eq. (16) and statement a.1042

Proof of Proposition 3: In Eq. (34), obtained from Eq. (11b), ai+1 is1043

increasing in δ so the largest value of n satisfying Eq. (11a)-(11c) is decreasing1044

in δ. Thus, N , the number of credit rating categories in the the equilibrium1045

with most credit rating categories is decreasing in δ. Moreover, δ = {β(1 −1046

p)c}/{2pb(α + β)} is decreasing in α and pb and increasing in β and(1 −1047

p)c.1048

Proof of Lemma 1: First consider part a. Suppose q̂(ri) < q̂(r′i), ρ(ri|si) >1049

0 and ρ(r′|s′i) > 0 with si, s′i ∈ [Ql, Qh]. The incentive compatibility of CRA1050

i’s credit rating requires that the credit rating it assigns maximize the CRA’s1051

objective in Eq. (21). That is,1052

(q̂(ri)− E[q|si]− δ)2 ≤ (q̂(r′i)− E[q|si]− δ)2 ∀si, ri, r′i, s′i

if ρi(ri|si) > 0, ρ(r′|s′i) > 0. (36)

This simplifies to

E[q|si] ≥ (q̂(ri) + q̂(r′i))/2− δ. (37)

Taking an expectation from the perspective of investors, who observe ri but1053

not si, and substituting q̂(ri) = E[E[q|si]|ri] (from the rationality of the1054

investors’ inference), we get q̂(ri) ≤ (q̂(ri)+ q̂(r′i))/2−δ or q̂(r′i)− q̂(ri) ≥ 2δ.1055

Next, we show that any equilibrium must be of the form characterized1056

in the Proposition. Consider ratings rj and r
′j issued by CRA j that result1057

in different inferences of project qualities, q̂(rj, rk) and q̂(r
′j, rk). Assume1058

q̂(rj, rk) < q̂(r
′j, rk) without loss of generality. Consider a value sj∗ of the1059

CRA j’s signal such that the CRA is indifferent between issuing ratings rj1060

and r
′j. From Eq. (22), CRA j will prefer rj to r

′j for sj < sj∗ and r
′j

1061
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to rj for sj > sj∗. So values of q for which CRA j issues different ratings1062

do not overlap. Moreover, Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) require that if the CRA1063

issues a rating for values sj1 and sj2 of sj than it should issue that rating for1064

all values of sj between sj1 and sj2. Thus, ratings partition the range of sj1065

into disjoint intervals. The Proposition characterizes all equilibria in which1066

ratings partition the range of sj into disjoint intervals and which satisfy CRA1067

j’s IC constraint Eq. (22). Finally, for existence, a trivial equilibrium with1068

nAi = nBi = 1 satisfies Eq. (24a)-(24c).1069

Proof of Proposition 4: Consider an equilibrium with only one rating
agency, CRA A. Suppose CRA A assigns ith rating (rAi ) if qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ].

We now show that in any equilibrium in which both CRA A and CRA B
report credit ratings, as characterized in Lemma 1, if CRA A’s ith rating is
identical to the rating (rAi ) in single CRA equilibrium, then the next higher
rating, (i + 1)th rating, must reflect a larger range of qA than in the single
rating equilibrium.

E
[
q | qA ∈ [aAi , a

A
i+1], qB

]
−
{
E
[
q | qA = aAi , q

B
]

+ δ
}

{E [q | qA = aAi , q
B] + δ} − E

[
q | qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ], qB

]
≤
βh
{
E
[
q | qA ∈ [aAi , a

A
i+1]
]
− E

[
q | qA = aAi

]}
− δ

δ + βl
{
E [q | qA = aAi ]− E

[
q | qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ]
]} from Assumption 5

≤
βh
{
E
[
q | qA ∈ [aAi , a

A
i+1]
]
− (E

[
q | qA = aAi

]
+ δ)

}
+ βhδ − δ

δ − βlδ + βl
{
E [q | qA = aAi ]− (E

[
q | qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ]
]

+ δ)
} (38)

From Eq. (10b) and Eq. (20), E
[
q | qA ∈ [aAi , a

A
i+1]
]
−(E

[
q | qA = aAi

]
+δ) =

E
[
q | qA = aAi

]
− (E

[
q | qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ]
]

+ δ). Denote the common value by
w. Clearly w ≤ (Qh −Ql)/2. Substituting w in the above inequality, we get

E
[
q | qA ∈ [aAi , a

A
i+1], qB

]
−
{
E
[
q | qA = aAi , q

B
]

+ δ
}

{E [q | qA = aAi , q
B] + δ} − E

[
q | qA ∈ [aAi−1, a

A
i ], qB

]
≤ βhw + βhδ − δ

δ − βlδ + βlw
< 1 (39)

where the last inequality follows from w ≤ (Qh − Ql)/2 and Assumption 5.1070

The above inequality shows that investors’ project quality inference when1071

they believe qA ∈ [aAi , a
A
i+1], is closer to the CRA’s preferred inference (when1072

qA = aAi ) than investors’ project quality inference when they believe qA ∈1073

[aAi−1, a
A
i ]. With a quadratic objective function in Eq. (20), if qA = aAi , CRA1074
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A strictly prefers to report a rating that indicates qA ∈ [aAi , a
A
i+1] than a1075

rating that indicates qA ∈ [aAi−1, a
A
i ] so CRA’s rating strategy is not incentive1076

compatible for qA slightly lower than aAi . Incentive compatibility is achieved1077

if investors’ project quality inference from reporting the (i + 1)th rating is1078

higher than their inference when they believe qA ∈ [aAi , a
A
i+1]. This is possible1079

only if rating (i+ 1) corresponds to qA ∈ [aAi , a
′] where a′ > aAi+1.1080

Finally, the welfare associated with the most informative equilibrium1081

when there is only one CRA can be trivially implemented when there are1082

two CRAs in an equilibrium where one CRA implements the rating strategy1083

from the single-CRA equilibrium while the other CRA reports a rating with1084

only one (uninformative) rating category. Equilibria in which both rating1085

agencies provide informative ratings can enhance welfare.1086
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